Invest in Global Educators

World View at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill equips thousands of K-12 and community college educators each year with content, skills and strategies needed to globalize their classrooms and campuses.

Our global education professional development seminars, symposia, workshops, on-site sessions and global study visits offer resources and knowledge from UNC experts and thought leaders from around the globe. K-12 and community college educators take away global content and strategies they can apply right away.

Your sponsorship with World View delivers timely, relevant and affordable programs to prepare students to engage in our interconnected and diverse world.

The personal responsibility educators hold in relationships with students shapes our society. UNC World View plays an essential role in aiding educators with that preparation, making UNC World View essential to a better tomorrow for North Carolina.”

Tim Humphrey, IBM
World View Investor

2018-2019 Programs

AUGUST 14
Global Education Summit for K-12 Partners
Buncombe County Schools

OCTOBER 17-18
K-12 Global Education Symposium

NOVEMBER 14-15
The Global Economy: The Future of Work
Community College Symposium

MARCH 19-20
Latin America and North Carolina
A Seminar for K-12 and Community College Educators

March 20-21
Global Migration
A Seminar for K-12 and Community College Educators

APRIL 25-26
Creating a Global Media Center
A Workshop for School Library Media Coordinators

SUMMER 2019
World View Fellows Program

JUNE 17-21
Global Education Leaders Program
A Leadership Program for K-12 and Community College Educators

JULY 2019
Global Study Visit to Costa Rica

YEAR ROUND
World View to You! on-site professional development and outreach

YEAR ROUND
Community College North Carolina Global Distinction Program

Invest in Global Educators
Contact Charlé LaMonica, Director
919.843.9408
lamonica@email.unc.edu

worldview.unc.edu
WORLD VIEW
Sponsorship Opportunities 2018-2019

$25,000 – Underwriter of one symposium, seminar or workshop
- Linked name/logo on World View website of one symposium, seminar or workshop
- Name/logo recognition by sponsor level on program material of one symposium, seminar or workshop
- Name/logo prominently displayed in key location at program
- Opportunity to welcome participants at the symposium, seminar or workshop
- Four waived registrations for World View-sponsored program held at UNC-Chapel Hill
- Exhibit table for sponsor literature

$10,000 – Guarantor of one symposium, seminar or workshop
- Linked name/logo on World View website of one symposium, seminar or workshop
- Name/logo recognition by sponsor level on program material of one symposium, seminar or workshop
- Two waived registrations for World View-sponsored program held at UNC-Chapel Hill
- Exhibit table for sponsor literature

$5,000 – Principal of one symposium, seminar or workshop
- Linked name/logo on World View website of one symposium, seminar or workshop
- Name/logo recognition by sponsor level on program material of one symposium, seminar or workshop
- One waived registration for World View-sponsored program held at UNC-Chapel Hill
- Exhibit table space for sponsor literature

$3,000 – Advocate of one symposium, seminar or workshop
- Name listed on World View website of one symposium, seminar or workshop
- Name listed by sponsor level on program material of one symposium, seminar or workshop
- Exhibit table space for sponsor literature

$1,500 – Patron of one symposium, seminar or workshop
- Name recognition by sponsor level of one symposium, seminar or workshop

$600 – Team Sponsor
- Sponsor a team of four to attend a World View symposium, seminar or workshop

$175 – Educator Sponsor
- Sponsor an educator to attend a World View symposium, seminar or workshop

Custom sponsorships available

Thank you for supporting global educators.
Tax deductions applicable specific to individual programs